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ABSTRACT
This research is a survey and aims to find and analyze empirically the influence of mobile phones and
motivation to learn together / partially towards learning achievement in English. Affordable population in
this study were class VIII students on State SMP in Lebak Regency , as many as 60 respondents. The research
sample was obtained through simple random sampling method .
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ABSTRAK
Penelitian ini merupakan survei dan bertujuan untuk menemukan dan menganalisis secara empiris pengaruh
handphone dan motivasi belajar secara bersama-sama/parsial terhadap prestasi belajar bahasa Inggris.
Populasi terjangkau pada penelitian ini adalah siswa kelas VIII pada SMP Negeri di Kabupaten Lebak,
sebanyak 60 responden. Sampel penelitian diperoleh melalui metode simple random sampling.
Kata Kunci: Pengaruh Handphone, Motivasi Belajar, Prestasi Belajar Bahasa Inggris.
In the era of globalization, human relations
have become more widespread and not limited to
regions, nations, races, ethnicities, religions and
social status, each individual human being is
required to have the ability and skills in English.
These English language skills and skills are
reading (reading), writing (writing), speaking
(speaking), and listening (listening).In the English
language ability and the expertise required also
ruled that in practice, we are able to deliver and
receive messages in accordance with the purpose,
so that there will be good communication between
users (komunikasi). Given the importance of
having English language skills and skills, English
continues to be studied by almost all people in the
world, both through formal, non-formal and
informal education.
In education, English men sat i important
role and be used to meet the needs of the
development of appropriate academic disciplines,
among others, medical, legal, economic, political,
cultural and others. In the world of work, English
is needed to support performance, because the
development of science and information
technology uses English as the language of
instruction. Besides that, in the development of
technology today, generally in everyday life, in the
age millennial now this technology equipment
such as computers, Handphone (Mobile),
television, radio, books, newspapers.
As social beings humans always want to
connect with other humans. He wants to know the
surrounding environment, even wants to know
what is happening inside him. This curiosity forces
people to communicate.

Mobile is an electronic telecommunications
device that has conventional basic capabilities that
are easy to carry and do not need to be connected
to a telephone network that uses cables. Mobile has
become a very important and easy communication
equipment, both the hardware ( handware ) in the
form of telephones and software in the form of
chips and pulses.
Williams and Sawyer (2011) say that: "A
smartphone is a cellular telephone with a
microphone, memory, screen and built-in modem
".A mobile phone is a smartphone communication
device that is a multimedia cellphone that
combines functionality and handsets to produce a
fancy gadget, where there are text messages,
cameras, music players, video games, email
access, digital tv .
Then, Riri Ferdiana (2008) argues that: "
smartphones are defined as mobile devices that
have features that exceed mobile phones in
general, this is indicated by the presence of
additional features besides PIM". Of the two
opinions, mobile phones have the function to
interact audio with people who are far away
physically with the communicator.
Cellphones or cellphones are now
mandatory friends who don't can be separated from
the people of Indonesia. Based on data exposure
Ericsson Consumer Lab, in addition to being a
communication device, handphone have other
functions. From research in 2009, there were five
cellphone functions in the community. Mobile
phones that were once only functioning as a
communication tool, now it has also changed.
Following percentage of 5 handphone functions
for Indonesian people : As a Communication tool
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to stay connected with friends or family = 65%, As
a symbol of the community class = 44% , As a
business support = 49% , As a modifier of social
boundaries = 36% , As a means of relieving stress
= 36%.
Benefits of Mobile To facilitate
communication, Mobile is a communication tool,
both close and close long distance and is an oral or
written communication tool can save messages and
is very practical to use as a communication tool
because it can be taken anywhere. That's why
handphone is very useful for long distance
communication devices more effective and
efficient. other than the device that can be brought
to every where and can be used anywhere.
To improve social fabric, Aside from being
a mobile communication tool it can function to
increase social fabric because of with someone's
cellphone can keep in touch with the sibling to be
far away, to always keep the relationship and often.
This handphone is also used to add friends with
people other.
To increase knowledge about technological
progress because handphone communication is
one of the pieces the result of current technological
advancements, the cellphone can used as a means
to increase student knowledge about technological
progress in the current era of globalization, if we
observe today handphone feature is very complete
until the internet network too can already be
accessed from mobile .This can be used students to
know what is around them with mobile phone
records are used wisely.
As a stress reliever tool One additional
benefit of mobile phones is as a tools stress
remover. As previously stated that handphone
currently has a very complete feature likeMp3,
video, camera, games, television, radio and
internet services. So that these features can be used
as someone to overcoming stress. Maybe there are
many more benefits that can be taken from the
progress of mobile phone communication devices
nowadays, but again the authors say that the
benefits of the cellphone above can be obtained if
the handphone can be used wisely according to
their needs and functions.
Motivation is one of the psychological
aspects that has an influence on achieving a
particular goal .In psychology, the term motif is
different from the term motivation. Thus,
motivation to learn is a psychological aspect that
affects the achievement of learning out comes. To
be more clear what is meant by motives and
motivations, the following author will explain the
second understanding of these terms.
The word motivation is taken from the word
motive which is interpreted by the strength in the
individual that causes the individual to act or do
something.
(Syarif
Hidayat,
2013:
162).Meanwhile, according to Sardiman, which

was quoted by M. Ngalim Purwanto (2003: 59), the
word "motive" was interpreted as an effort to
encourage someone to do something. Sardiman in
his book Psychology Understanding of Human
Behavior quoted by M. Ngalim Purwanto (2003:
60) says motives are behaviors or actions of a goal
or stimulus.
Motive abstract in nature and can only be
interpreted through individual behavior by
stimulation, encouragement as a power plant that
gives rise to a certain action. Everyone moves to
behave, doing to achieve a goal because of the
motivation in him. This is in accordance with
Berelsondan Steiner's statement, which was quoted
by Syarif Hidayat (2013: 162), explaining that
"motives are a state within a person (inner state )
that encourages, activates, moves, directs and
channel behavior towards the goal."
M. Ngalim Purwan to (2003: 71) states that
" motivation is the driver of a conscious effort to
influence one's behavior so that he becomes moved
by his heart to act to do something in order to
achieve certain results or goals ."
Motivation learn the power (power
motivation), the driving force (driving force) tool
builder willingness and strong desire for selflearners for active learning, creative, innovative
and fun in order to change behavior both in terms
kognitif, affective and psychomotor .
Motivational factors will affect a person in
learning because it is power, where a person is not
necessarily willing to mobilize all of his potential
for optimal results, so that there is a need for
encouragement for a student to use all of his
potential. Seeing this reality, it is time for more
teachers to provide opportunities for students to
develop motivation in order to improve learning
achievement.
According to Karnadi (2011 170), "learning
achievement is a result; that has been achieved by
someone after doing a certain activity work ". After
going through the learning process, there are
results achieved. These results are called
achievements and usually these achievements are
shown to be a positive change or experience a
progressive change in humans. According to
Karnadi (2011: 170) "learning achievement is the
mastery of knowledge or skills developed by
subjects. Typically indicated by the value or
number given by the teacher ".
According to Sudjana (2002: 2) that
"learning and teaching is a process that contains
three elements that can be distinguished into: (1)
teaching goals (instructional), (2) learning
experiences (processes), and (3) learning outcomes
" The purpose of teaching (instructional) is
essentially the desired change in behavior in
students. Therefore, the assessment should be
examined to what extent the changes in student
behavior have occurred through the learning
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process. Thus the core of the assessment is the
process of giving and determining the results to a
particular object based on certain criteria and the
estuary of the process is the assessment of learning
outcomes.

53). While the survey method is a method used to
collect information in the form of opinions from a
large number of people on certain topics or issues.
(Nana Syaodih Sukmadinata, 2005: 54). The
approach used in this study is correlational, namely
research to determine the relationship of two
independent variables with one dependent
variable.
Primary data needed is data about pen garuh
mobile phone, a motive of the student learning and
achievement of learning English from the
respondents are students of Junior High School in
the district of Lebak. This study uses a quantitative
approach, because in this study the data obtained
from the results of the research in the form of
numbers and data analysis using statistics which
can then be drawn conclusions from the problem
being studied.

Research methods
In general, this study aims to get a picture
and functional analysis and the interrelationship
between the variables of the use of mobile phones
and learning motivation towards learning
achievement of English Language students in
Public Middle School in Lebak Regency. Based on
the variables studied, the problem is formulated
and the hypothesis proposed, the researcher uses
quantitative research methods that are nonexperimental, namely the survey method.
Quantitative methods are research using numbers,
statistical processing, structure and control
experiments. (Nana Syaodih Sukmadinata, 2005:
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CONCLUSION
Here is a significant effect of the influence of
mobile phones and learning motivation together on
the learning achievement of English class VIII
students of State Middle Schools in Lebak Regency.
This is evidenced by the value of Sig. 0,000 <0,05
and Calculations = 55,905. There is a significant
effect of the influence of mobile phones on the
learning achievement of English in class VIII of

SMP Negeri in Lebak Regency. This is evidenced
by the value of Sig. 0,000 <0,05danthitung = 5,926.
There is a significant effect of learning motivation
on the learning achievement of English class VIII
students of State Public Schools in Lebak Regency.
This is evidenced by the value of Sig. 0.001
<0.05danthitung 3,570.
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